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INTRODUCTKWr
Rationale.—The school's extra-curricular program has expanded
and becomeaalgnificant and integral part of the total school organi¬
zation involving huge outlays of finances as well as significant
amounts of teacher and student time and energy. The rapid expansion
of the program in recent years has brought about considerable concern
among some educators with regard to its essential relationship to the
total curriculton. The tradition, which emphasized the separation be¬
tween the curricular and extra-curricular activities, was \mfortunate
as well as undesirable. Such a conception altered the full development
of both programs because it failed to recognize that each can and does
contribute to and enrich the other.
To enjoy status as a legitimate part of the educational enterprise,
the extra-curricular program must be carefully planned and organized in
terms of recognized educational objectives. This means that there
should be clearly formulated objectives for the various extra-curricular
activities which should be planned in terms of the general objectives of
the school's program. The extra-curricular program, as all other
programs within the school, must be subjected to periodic evaluations
so as to ascertain its worth in the total school program.
The vast in^ortance of the extra-curricular program has brought
about many studies dealing with these activities, and if these activities
are to function at their best, there are certain fundamental principles
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which must be given careful consideration. They are: (1) the extra¬
curricular activities should be scheduled during regular school time
to enq>hasize the importance of the extra-curricular program and to show
its relationship to the total program, (2) each student should have a
chance to participate in activities of his own choosing, and (3)
membership and participation requirements should be of a democratic
nature.
The writer feels that the aim of the junior high school's extra¬
curricular program is not to Imitate the senior high school activities,
but to provide social events, clubs, and other activities appropriate
for its enrollees. Since these activities are part of the planned
learning experiences provided by the school, they should take place
during the school day. Guiding the growth of boys and girls, twelve to
fifteen years old, is considered a major function of all jimior high
school programs. It would be unwholesome to de-emphasize either the
extra-curricular phase of the academic phase of the school's program.
A continuous evaluation of the total school program is essential
to a well-planned and dynamic program in a highly fluid society like
ours. A school may have been considered adequate in the past, but it
may be inadeqtiate today, and a school which may be considered good
today may be quite inadequate tomorrow. School personnel, parents,
pupils, and others should be interested in studying the effectiveness of
their school in terms of accepted values and purposes.
A study of this kind would necessitate looking to see where we have
been or how far we have come, where we are now, and where we need to go.
It means considering the values and purposes toward which the school is
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striving. Through such a procedure, it should be possible to detetmine
the strengths and weaknesses of the school's program and to plan its
improvement.
A motion has been advanced recently by students of education that
perhaps the school's activity program comes closer to supplying the
basic educational needs of students than does the regular academic
course. The various objectives of general education are well served
in the activity program.
The program is no longer regarded as extra. It probably provides
the best experiences in the curricultan for training boys and girls the
techniques of getting along with one another. Iteny important and in¬
teresting skills and attitudes are learned from the interpersonal ex¬
periences acquired from co-curricular activities.
Evolution of the problem.--During the writer's first year of
teaching, he was an advisor to a student organization. On several
occasions during the year, he was asked by members of the student body
about certain extra-curricular activities that were not offered at his
school. Knowing that there were ntimerous clubs and activities offered
at school, the writer began to wonder if the teachers were trying to
adjust students to fit the activities or select the activities to meet
the needs of our students. The writer felt that he had a general con¬
cept of the curriculum program and it actively met the needs of the
students. His feelings toward the extra-curricular activities became
quite dubious as he began to study the program more closely and care¬
fully. As a result of this observation, the writer developed a desire
to evaluate the school's extra-curricular activities more carefully to
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deteirmine if they were meeting the needs of the students and whether
they were interrelated adequately with the school's program. This
desire grew out of the writers concern for the academic as well as the
social growth of youth.
Contribution to educational knowledge.--It was hoped that the major
contribution of this study would reveal the degree to which the extra¬
curricular activities were serving the needs of the students at W.L.
Parks Junior High School. It was further hoped that information would
be acquired that could be used to improve the quality of these activities
as well as the means of implementing them.
Statement of the problem.—The problem involved in this study was
to make an evaluative study of the extra-curricular program at W.L.
Parks Junior High School with special emphasis on its adequacy for
meeting the needs of students in this school.
Purpose of the study.—The purpose of this study wsis to evaluate the
extra-curricular program and determine its adequacy for meeting the needs
of the students attending this school.
More specifically, the purposeswere-:
1. To determine if students needs and interest were being
met with the present extra-curricular program.
2. To determine if the extra-curricular program was interrelated
with the total school program.
3. To find out who should finance the extra-curricular program.
4. To find out what club and activities were offered and
needed in the present program.
To find out how many students held membership in5.
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extra-curricular organizations.
6. To find out what parents thought of the extra-curricular
program.
7. To find out what teachers thought about the program.
8. To find out what students thought about the program.
9. To find out if all organizations provide membership on
the same democratic basis.10.To find out the most popular and least popular extra¬
curricular activities offered at school.
Definition of terms.—For the purpose of clarity, the following
terms are defined:
1. "Extra-curricular programs"- programs and events, carrying
no academic credit, sponsored and organized by pupils or
students^ organizations or by the educational institution;
designed to entertain, instruct, and/or provide exercise
of interest and abilities; subject to some measure of
control by the institution.^
2. "Student activities, co-curricular, and extra-curricular
activities" will be used interchangeably throughout this
study.
Locale of the study.—This study was made at W. L. Parks Junior
High School, Atlanta, Georgia.
Limitations of the Study.—This study was confined to one school,
W. L. Parks Jtinior High School, and the results will apply only to this
Carter V. Good, Dictionairy of Education (N®w York: McGraw-Hill
Book Conq)any, Inc., 1945), p. 7.
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school. Persons who are involved in this study are active members of
the staff and it is hoped that subjectivity will be minimized as much
as possible in interpreting the results.
Descritpion of subjects.—The subjects involved in this study were
the parents, teachers and students of the W. L. Parks Junior High School.
Description of instrmnents.—The instruments used in this study
were an opinionnaire designed by the writer to achieve the specific
purposes of this study.
Method of research.—The descriptive research n^thod, eiiq>loying
the usage of an opinionnaire was used in gathering, presenting, and
interpreting the data necessary for this study.
Procedural steps.—The procedural steps to be followed in this
study were as follows:
1. Permission to conduct the study was secured from the
proper authorities.
2. Subjects to be sampled were selected by the stratified
random technique.
3. The opinionnaire was designed and administered to subjects.
4. Data collected from the opinionnaire were assembled^
analyzed and interpreted.
5. Findings, implications, and conclusions were presented.
6. The related literature pertinent to the study was reviewed,
summarized, and organized for Interpretations.
Review of related literature.—The review of related literature





Objectives - In 1928 Reavis and Van Dyke made a study on the non-
athletic extra-curricular activities. The data concerning the purposes,
aims, and objectives of student activities were secured from club con¬
stitutions, written statements by sponsors, and checklists. Through
an analysis of the information secured from 606 activities, twenty-
six specific objectives were found. Reavis and Van Dyke believe the
reason so many worthwhile objectives were listed so few times was the
1
failure of organizations to have clearly defined purposes and alms.
A shorter but widely accepted list of objectives is the one sug¬
gested by McKown:
1. To prepare the student for life in a democracy.
2. To make him increasingly self-directive.
3. To teach cooperation.
4. To increase the interest of the student in the school.
5. To foster sentiments of law and order.
6. To develop special abilities.^
In 1952, in a revision of his work, McKown added two more objectives:
7. To capitalize, for educational profit, important
fundamental drives.
^
8. To develop school morale.
Ellsworth Tompkins in 1950 called attention to the similarity of
William C. Reavis and George E. Van Dyke, Nonathletic Extra-
Curricular Activities, Bulletin 1932, No. 17 (National Survey of
Secondary Education).
2
Harry McKown, Extracurricular Activities (New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1927), pp. 4-7.
^Ibid.. 1952 Edition, pp. 12-15.
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extra-class objectives with those of class activities and suggested
for both groups the following outcomes classified into three groups:
(1) Individual Outcomes, (2) Social Outcomes, and (3) Civic and Ethical
1
Outcomes.
Crum, while not classifying his objectives in groups, suggests not
only school and pupil objectives, but includes examples of experiences
and attributes. This presentation provides a meaningful array for
school personnel who are planning an activities program. Such an
arrangement forces the sponsor and the students to weigh carefully
the many possible experiences and activities in order to select those
which will best help students attain the general objectives. Some ex¬
amples of Crtm's suggestions are:
School Objective Pupil Objectives
2,
3.
To develop attitudes and 1. Attittude: to respect
behavior patterns reflect- authorities
ing American ideals Behavior pattern: to
conform to society.
To provide for constructive 2. Use: to develop an
use of leisure time. interest in hobbies,
reading, and/or a
vocation.
3. Appreciation: to develop
appreciation of music,
drama, etc.




To widen the student's
horizon of interest.
Ellsworth Tonq>kins, Extra-Class Activities for All Pupils
(Washington: Federal Security Agency, U. S. Government Printing Office,
Office of Education, 1950), p. 2.
2
Lewis R. Crum, "Evaluation of an Activities Program," School
Activities. XXVI (April, 1955), pp. 243-47.
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A comparison of the lists of student activity objectives with
those proposed for the whole school by the several national organizations
shows much similarity. This is as it should be. Many educators today
consider the objectives of student activities identical to those of the
general education program.
Organization - "What kind of activities program for students in
junior high schools?", Jonathan Lowe, principal of Beverly Hills Junior
High School, Huntington, West Virginia, asked this question of the
principals of twenty-five consolidated and city junior high schools in
West Virginia with each having enrollments of approximately 1500.
Twenty-four of the principals endorsed the valued place of the student
activities program in their schools. It is interesting to note that all
but one approved the student activity program because it provided their
students an opportunity to experience new activities, arouse latent
interests and abilities, try out new subject areas, learn to do new things,
and thus be properly fitted for the gradual transition from pre¬
adolescent education to that type of education and specialization suited
to the needs of older adolescents.^
Many schools use activity periods to schedule assemblies, student
council meetings, and club meetings. Other schools provide for ac¬
tivities before and after school. These experiences are intended to
expand a pupil's program, to develop his interests and talents, to give
opportunities for leadership, and to contribute to his growth as a
member of a social group. Pupils in junior high schools are at an age
Jonathan Lowe, "What Kind of Activities Program for Students in
Junior High School?", The Bulletin of the National Association of
Secondary School Principals. XLIII (April, 1959), 254-59.
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when a certain amount of self-government through the homeroom organi¬
zation and a student council begins to have meaning in the development
of an understanding of democracy.^
In the Indiana State Department of Education Bulletin, The Junior
High School. Wilson describes the diverse and distinct educational
benefits of student activities in regular classes or after school. These
extra class activities (student activities) should reinforce learning
through enrichment, variation, and exploration; provide for the learning
of the social skills and social adjustment involved in citizenship,
democratic processes, and neutral cooperation; provide desirable ac¬
tivities not possible in the regular classroom which will furnish whole¬
some recreational experiences for adolescent as well as adult life;
lead students to broader social and cultural horizons; develop interest
in school, thereby building better school morale; and aid in the dis-
2
covery and identification of special interests and potential abilities.
Through practicing democratic procedures in their organizations,
students gain confidence in, and respect for, the democratic way of life,
As they plan assemblies, welcome new students, help with the Red Cross
drives, and play basketball, they learn how to appreciate loyalty and
duty.
Frasier proposed a plan for organizing an extra-curricular activity
program for crippled or handicapped children. They may be organized to
^James Bryant Conant, Recommendations for Education in the Junior
High School Year (Princeton, New Jersey: Educational Testing Service,
1960), p. 22.
2
William E. Wilson, The Junior High School (Bloomington, Indiana:
State Department of Public Instruction, Bulletin No. 245, 1961), p. 94.
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compete against one another in games suitable for their needs. They need
the discipline of games as much, if not more, than other active children.
They should be eligible to hold office, trained to officiate as referees,
judges, and as far as possible be made to feel that they are important
in their club and school.^
No child should be denied the privilege of participating, re¬
gardless of his economic status, social or scholastic standing, which
means that an extra-curricular activity program should be designed so as
to meet the needs of the child Instead of trying to fit the child to the
program.
Growth and Development - As early as 1934, an investigation of club
activities in about two hundred junior high schools was able to refer
to them as "fully matured and well organized educational enterprises"
and to conclude that there was every evidence that clubs have become an
2
integral part of the educational program of the junior high school.
In Trump's study of selected Illinois high schools, it was found
that participation in extra-curricular activities ranked high as a means
of achieving personal satisfaction. Each of 6,817 students was asked
to rate six types of activities in order of personal satisfaction. In
all thirteen institutions, "school subjects" ranked last. Extra-class
activities on the other hand, ranked first in the summarized tabulations
of five schools. Only "activities centering around commercial agencies"
^George W. Frasier, An Introduction to Education (New York:
Fress,- 1937), p. 58,
2
William T. Gruhn, "The Administration of Club Activities in the
Junior High School," Elementary School Journal. XXXV (October, 1934),
114.
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achieved a higher rank order in final totals.^
On the other hand, Tompkins reported a study that was made in forty-
two high schools of 500 or more enrollment in twenty-two states. Each
of these schools was recommended by either the state director of
secondary schools or a professor of secondary education as having an
2
excellent program of extra-curricular.
According to the findings of a study made by Grace S. Wright and
Edith S. Greer for the U. S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, those extra-class activities having the greatest prevalence,
that is those that were found in roughly half or more of the schools
regardless of size of type, were student council, music, interscholastic
3
athletics for both boys and girls, social activities, and clubs.
A study by Fennel of types of athletics found in the programs of
224 junior high schools gives some indication of the breadth of these
activities.









J. Lloyd Trump, "Extracurricular Activities: Some Principles of
Management," The An»rican Secondary School (New York: Prentice Hall,
1952), 213-15.
2
Ellsworth Tompkins, "How We Can Administer a Program to All
Pupils," School Activities. LXII (April, 1950), 17-22.
3
The Junior High School: A Survey of Grades 7-8-9 in Junior-Senior








There is evidence that in most junior high schools, there is ex¬
tensive pupil participation in both intramural and interscholastic
athletics. In a survey of 370 schools by Gruhm and Douglass, it was
found that the following proportions of all pupils in school participated
in at least one intramural or interscholastic sport in the percentage
of schools indicated;
Pupil Participation
76 - 100 per cent
51 - 75 per cent






To conclude this section of the literature, Paul W. Terry notes
that it will be worthwhile to point out some of the more striking de¬
velopments which have attended the growth of student activities in
American schools during the modern period. It has been a time of extra¬
ordinary expansion. The first decade witnessed the inception of a
number of notable experiments in student government and a very effective
propaganda in their behalf. Shortly, thereafter, rapid growth began
in other types of organizations. These events were soon recognized in
E. G. Fennell, "An Analysis of Programs of Outstanding Junior High
Schools in the United States " (unpublished Doctoral dissertation,
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, 1953), p. 158.
2
William T. Gruhn and Harl R. Douglass, The Modem Junior High School
(New York: The Ronald Press, 1956), p. 305.
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the educational literature of the day, and the pace of the movement was
accelerated by the attention which is received in this quarter. The
outcome was the modern program of student activities and certain en¬
lightening .points of view which promise even greater developments for the
1
future.
Evaluation - Briggs, in evaluating extra-curricular activities,
gathered his information from personal interviews with 3,939 students in
nineteen State Teachers College in Illinois, Kentucky, Missouri, Arkansas,
Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas. One-third or more of all the
students agreed that extra-curricular activities are of more value than
curricular activities in all fields except classic language and home
economics. ^
On the other hand, however, Monroe reported findings from two in¬
vestigations of the effect of participation in extra-curricular ac¬
tivities on scholarship in the high school. He found that participation
in extra-curricular activities does not effect adversely the scholastic
standing of pupils. The evidence suggests that participation may be
beneficial.^
In another study, Mayberry evaluated the effects of membership in
a student council by comparing thirty-nine members of a Chicago high
^Paul W. Terry, Supervising Extra-Curricular Activities (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1950), p. 14.
S. Briggs, "Evaluation of Extra-Curricular Activities by Teacher
College Students," School and Society. XLIII (February, 1948), 539-40.
3
W. S. Monroe, "Effect of Activities on Scholarship in High School,"
School Review. XXXVII (September, 1939), 747-52.
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school with thirty-nine non-members of the council. The second group
was similar to the former in sex, grade level, socio-economic background
and mental age. When he compared the' scores made at the beginning by
both groups with their scores at the end of the semester, he found a
significant difference in favor of the covincil members.^
Checking the reliability of an evaluation of a school using the
procedures and materials recommended by the National Study of Secondary
School Evaltiation presents a problem that is difficult to solve. A
school, even a small one, has many factors which vary in their importance
and their effectiveness. ECarl T. Hawkins arranged for two committees
to visit schools at the same'time but to work independently. His
findings confirmed the belief that much dependence can be placed on the
results when a visiting committee checks the self-evaluation made by a
school staff. It is recommended that little importance be placed on
small differences when two or more schools are compared, since such
differences may easily be due to variations in judgements of different
... . 2visiting committees.
Not only to evaluate the extra-curricular program in the school, but
the total school program 1b a step toward a well-planned and dynamic
program in our society. A school which might have been considered ade¬
quate in the past is probably inadeqxiate today, and a school which is
considered good today may be quite inadequate tomorrow. Since this is
1
B. A. Mayberry, "A Study pf High School Pupils to Determine the
Effect of Student Cotmcil Participation on the Formation of Certain
Habits of Citizenship," Journal of Educational Research. XL (November,
1942), 305-07.
2
Earl T. Hawkins, "The Reliability of Secondairy School Evaluations "
(unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Yale University, 1952), p. 302.
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generally accepted to be true, school administrators, teachers, parents,
students, and others should be interested in constantly studying the
effectiveness of their school in regard to their philosophies and ob¬
jectives.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS, AND INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS
Introduction.—The data, for the purposes of this research as
obtained from replies of parents, teachers and students of W.L. Parks
Junior High School, are presented, analyzed, and interpreted in this
chapter.
Although educators agree that schools have the responsibility of
providing for the social development of students, they differ in
regard to approaches used to meet this specific need. Among the
approaches used to meet the social needs of students is the organi¬
zation of extra-curricular activities. It is questionable as to whether
such organization adequately meets the social needs of youth. Valid
arguments in support of extra-curricular organizations are reported in
the summary of related literature.
Organization and treatment of data.—The data pertinent to this
study are presented in textual and graphic form in this chapter.
Table 1, page 18, contains the return of opinionnalres from all
respondents.
The overall percentage of returns was 83.82 per cent as shown in
Table 1. Three himdred and forty opinionnalres were distributed to
students, parents, and teachers with the following breakdown: 45 to




PERCENTAGE OF RETURNS OF OPINICHniAIRE
Respondents Number Issued Number Eletumed Per Cent
Eighth Grade Boys 45 45 100.00
Eighth Grade Girls 65 65 100.00
Ninth Grade Boys 45 45 100.00
Ninth Grade Girls 45 45 100.00
Parents 100 56 56.00
Teachers 40 29 72.50
Total 340 285 83.82
45 to ninth grade girls. 100 to parents and 40 to teachers. The
above sampling represents one-fourth or 23 per cent of each different
category, with the exception of teachers and parents.
Table 1 further shows that all students returned their opinionnnaire
for a total of 200 or 100 per cent, parents returned 56 or 56.00 per
cent and teachers returned 29 or 72.50 per cent. All opinionnaires
were given to students at a certain time, and they were taken up immediate¬
ly afterwards. This procedure accounts for the 100 per cent return.
Table 2, page 19, shows the chronological age limits of the 200
students used in the study.
Chronological age limits of students.--The age limits of the 200
students at W. L. Parks Junior High School, are revealed in Table 2.
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TABLE 2
CHRONOLOGICAL AGE LIMITS OF 200 EIGHTH AND NINTH GRADE
















12 1 2.22 4 6.15 0 e 0 0 5 2.50
13 20 4.44 31 47.69 3 6.67 2 4.44 56 28.00
14 18 40.00 26 40.00 28 62.22 27 60.00 99 49.50
15 6 13.33 4 6.15 12 26.67 15 33.33 37 18.50
16 0 0 0 0 2 4.44 1 2.22 3 1.50
Total 45 99.99 65 99.99 45 100.00 45 99.99 200 100.00
The data indicated the chronological ages ranged from 12 to 16 years.
Of the 200 respondents, five or 2.50 per cent were twelve years old,
fifty-six or 28.00 per cent were thirteen years old, ninety-nine or
49.50 per cent were fourteen years old, thirty-seven or 18.50 per cent
were fifteen years old and three or 1.50 per cent were sixteen years
old.
Thus the majority or ninety-nine or 49.50 per cent of the students
were 14 years of age.
According to accepted criteria of age distribution for the eighth
grade and the ninth grades, one hundred and fifty-five or 77.50 per cent
of the students were at the correct age-grade level, ten or 2.00 per
cent were above their age level and forty or 20.00 per cent were below
20
their age-grade level.
Age, sex, years of experiences of the teachers who responded to
the opinionnaire.—Table 3 consists of the age, sex, and years of ex¬
perience of the teachers involved in the study.
TABLE 3
AGE, SEX, YEARS OF EXPERIENCE OF THE TEACHERS WHO
RESPONDED TO THE OPINIONNAIRE
Age Experience Sex
Num- Per Number of Years Num- Per Num- Per
Age ber Cent of Experience ber Cent Sex ber Cent
20-25 10 34.48 1 5 17.24 M 6 20.68
26-30 14 48.27 2 7 24.13 F 23 79.31
31-35 3 10.34 3 3 10.34
35-Over 2 6.89 4 5 17.24
Total 29 99.98 5 or more 9 31.03 29 99.99
29 99.98
The age limits of teachers included in the sampling were: ten or
34.48 per cent ranged within the 20-25 year-old bracket; fourteen or
48.27 per cent ranged within the 26-30 year-old bracket; three or 10.34
per cent ranged within the 31-35 year-old bracket; two or 6.89 per cent
ranged within the 35 and over bracket.
Under the “old” tenure law for the Atlanta Public School System,
nine or 31.03 per cent would be tenure teachers with the remaining twenty
or 68.97 per cent being probationary teachers. The past tenure law
21
required five years of service, however, the new tenure law requires
three years. This change, which just recently came into effect,
brought a different look to teacher-status. Seventeen out of twenty-
nine teachers are on tenure. There is no guaranteed formula for
success, but it is an accepted fact that the more experience and greater
preparation one has, the more likely he is to engender success.
Most popular, least popular, and additional activities.--The
students of W. L. Parks Junior High School said that Basketball, Soft-
ball, and Track, in that order, were the three most popular extra¬
curricular activities offered at school.
On the other hand, the Library Club, Mathematics Club and Science
Club were the least popular. It is indicated here that there is a
need for increased efforts to strengthen the subject-matter club
program.
When asked what additional clubs and activities they would like at

































By obsering the above list, one can see the wide range of interest
of the students. Again, the administration, faculty, students and
parents should be in on the planning of the co-curricular program. This
array of talent, keeping the objectives and philosophy of the
22
school in mind, would make for a progressive and productive co-curricular
program.
Nund)er of club membership held' by students at W. L. Parks Junior
High School.—Table 4 contains the number of club memberships held by
the students in the study.
TABLE 4
NUMBER OF CLUB MEMBERSHIPS HEID BY STUDENTS AT W.L.


























0 31 68.89 45 69.23 26 57.78 22 48.89 124 62.00
1 5 11.11 11 16.92 15 33.33 8 17.78 39 19.50
2 0 0 3 4.61 4 8.89 11 24.44 18 9.00
3 1 2.22 2 3.08 0 0 3 6.67 6 3.00
4 or more 0 0 1 1.54 0 0 1 2.22 2 1.00
No response 8 17.78 3 4.61 0 0 0 0 11 5.50
Total 45 100.00 65 99.99 45 100.40 43 100.00 200 100.0(
According to the data in Table 4, the number of club mendierships
held by students at W. L. Parks Junior High School were: one hundred and
twenty-four or 62.00 per cent of students were not affiliated with any
club, thirty-nine or 19.50 per cent held membership in one club, eigh¬
teen or 9.00 per cent were members in two clubs, six or 3.00 per cent
belonged to three clubs, two or 1.00 per cent held membership in four
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or more clubs and eleven or 5.50 per cent made no response to the item.
This Indicated that the clubs now offered at the school do not
meet the needs and interest of students enroll«8. The administration,
faculty and everyone concerned must let the students help plan the co-
curricular program and realize for it to enjoy status as a legitimate
part of the educational enterprise, the program must be carefully
planned and organized in terms of recognized educational objectives.
It was further indicated that students do not emphasize school
clubs as widely as they do student activities such as basketball, foot¬
ball, etc.
Financing the extra-curricular activities.--Table 5 consists of ways
of financing the extra-curricular activities.
TABLE 5






















Education 35 77.78 55 84.61 36 80.00 40 88.91 166 83.00
P.T.A. 3 6.67 8 12.31 3 6.67 2 4.44 16 8.00
Students 7 15.55 2 3.08 6 13.33 3 6.67 18 9.00
Others 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 45 100.0 65 100.00 45 ;100.00 45 100.00 200 100.00
The data revealed that one himdred and sixty-six or 83.00 per cent
of the students felt that the Board of Education should finance the
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extra-curricular program, sixteen or 8.00 per cent felt that the P.T.A.
should "foot the bill", and eighteen or 9.00 per cent of the students
felt that the "tab" should be paid by them.
Hie data further revealed, that both, eighth and ninth graders,
consistently agreed that the Board of Education should finance the
extra-curricular program. If the co-curricular program is to find its
rightful place in the school's total educational program, where it be¬
longs, the board of education must finance it as other parts of the
school's programs are financed.
Distribution of responses to the question; "Are you a member of
any extra-curricular activities?.—The data in Table 6, page 25, reveal
that the majority of the students do belong to some extra-curricular
activity. The present program, in some way, is reaching most of the
students in the activity area. It should be brought out again, as in
Table 4, page 22, that it appears that the students do not view extra¬
curricular activities and clubs as synonomous terms.
It is further indicated from the high percentage of non-members,
that the staff and everyone concerned should re-evaluate the present
activities, keeping in mind the objectives and philosophy of the
school and the Interest and needs of the students, and make innovations
in this area.
Distribution of responses to the question; "Would you like to
become a member of an extra-curricular activity?.--Ninety-two or
46.00 per cent of the students indicated, in Table 7, page 26, that
they would like to join an extra-curricular activity and ninety-four or
47.00 per cent made no response to the item. This tmique distribution
TABLE 6
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Number 36 5 4 0 45 32 25 8




Cent 80.00 11.11 8.89 0 100.00 49.23 38.46 12.31 0 100. 00 61.82
27.27 10.91 0 100.00
Number 34 8 3 0 45 33




Cent 75.55 17.78 6.67 0 100.00 73.33 24.44
2.22 0 99. 99 74.44 21.11 4.44 0 99.99
Total 70 13 7 0 90
65 36 9 0 110 135 49 16 0 200
Per
Cent 77.78 14.4 7.78 0 100.00 59.09 32.73
8.18 0 100. 00 67.50 24.50 8.00 0 100.00
ro
TABLE 7
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: WOUIJ) YOU LIKE TO BECOME
A MEMBER OF AN EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITY?
Boys Girls Total
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0 1 35 45 18 4 2 21 45 27 4 3 56 90
Per Cen
Cent 20.00 0 2.22 77.78 100.00 40.00 8.89 4.44 46.47 100.0 30.00 4.45 3.33 62.22 99.99
Total 29 2 1 58 90 63 8 3 36 110 92 10 4 94 299
Per
Cent 32.22 2.22 1.11 64.44 99.99 57.27 7.27 2.73 32.73 100.0 46.00 5.00 2.00 47.00 100.00
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can be attributed to the fact that most students are already members
of an extra-curricular activity, whereas the "yes" responses would
show that there is a grave need for improvement of the present program.
It is further indicated that there is a need for additional extra¬
curricular activities that will meet the interest and needs of the
students Involved.
Table 7 contains the distribution of responses to the question:
"Would you like to become a member of an extra-curricular activity?"
Distribution of responses to the question: '*Would you like to
help plan the extra-curricular activities?.--In Table 8, page 28, the
data revealed that the majority of the students would like to help
plan the extra-curricular activities at their school. It is in¬
dicated also by the large number of "yes" responses that the students
might feel if they help plan the activities, there will be more
activities at the school that would capture their interest.
Distribution Of responses to the question: "Were you informed
about the student cotmcil or other clubs by teachers at your school?.—
Table 9, page 29, shows the distribution of responses to the question:
"Were you informed about the student council or other clubs by teachers
at your school?"
It is indicated here that there was a breakdown of communication
between teachers and students about school clubs. If school clubs
are to function as they should, there will have to be a "solid" line
of communication between the faculty and students concerning the
different clubs offered by the school. This breakdown in communication
seems to account for the low percentage of school club participation
TABLE 8
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: WOUID YOU LIKE TO HELP
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Cent 82.22 6.67 11.11 0 100.00 76.92 12.31 10.77 0 100.00 79.09 10.00 10.91 0 100.00




Cent 68.89 20.00 6.67 4.44 100.0 77.78 13.33 6.67 2.22 100.0 73.33 16.67 6.67 3.33 100.00
Total 68 12 8 2 90 85 14 10 1 110
153 26 18 3 200
Per
Cent 75.56 13.33 8.89 2. 22 100.0 77.27 12.73 9.09 .91 100.0 76.50 13.00 9.00 1.50 100.00
TABLE 9
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION:"WERE YOU INFORMED ABOUT
THE STUDENT COUNCIL OR OTHER CLUBS BY IXACHERS OF YOUR
SCHOOL?"
Girls Total
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Cent 17.78 51.12 15.5615.57
Total
Per
20 48 13 9
Cent 22.22 53.33 14.44 IQOO
45 20 37 65 32 62 12 110
45 21 14 8 2 45
90 41 51 14 4 110
29.09 56.36 10.91 3.64 100.00
29 37 15 9 90
32.22 41.11 16.67 10.00100.00
61 99 27 13 200
30.50 49.50 13.50 6.50 100.00
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as reported in Table 6.
Distribution of responses to the qtiestion: ”Do you feel that the
school offers enough different kinds of clubs to meet all students*
interest and needs?".~~Table 10, page 31, contains the distribution of
responses to the question: "Do you feel that the school offers enough
different kinds of clubs to meet all students’ interest and needs?"
The data revealed that the majority of the students felt that
the school did not offer enough different kinds of clubs. This could
also account for the low percentage of membership. The variety was
not great enough to meet the interest of most of the students. It was
further revealed that the sponsors and everyone concerned with the
school's clubs will have to make innovations to meet the student'
interest and needs in order to have a productive co-curriculum program.
Distribution of responses to the question: "Do you get a chance
to participate in open discussions or group singing at assembly programs?*.'-
Table 11, page 32, indicates that the school did allow for students'
interest and needs in this area. The majority of the students got a
chance to participate in open discussions or group singing at as¬
sembly programs. It is further indicated that the school's music
activities and assembly programs seem to be the strongest part of the
extra-curricular program. This is a giant step in the right direction.
Distribution of responses to the question: "Do you feel there is
enough available space for such activities as school dances, banquets.
and sport rallies?".—Table 12, shows the distribution of responses
to the question: "Do you feel there is enough available space for such
activities as school dances, banquets, and sport rallies?", on page 33.
TABLE 10
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: "DO YOU FEEL THAT THE SCHOOL
OFFERS ENOUGH DIFFERENT KINDS OF CLUBS TO MEET ALL STUDENT'S
INTEREST AND NEED?"
■ Boys Girls Total
Yes o2 NoRespon¬ setoIten TotalNum¬ berofRe¬ sponses CO0)►< ? NoRespon- setoI em TotalNum¬ berofRe¬ sponses to s ? NoRespon¬ setoItem TotalNum¬ berofR ¬ sponses




Cent 35.56 53.33 8.89 2.22 100.00 33.85 63.08 3.07 0 100.00 34.55 59.09 5.45 .91 100.00




Cent 11.11 60.00 8.89 20.00 100.00 37.78 53.33 8.89 0 100.00 24.44 56.67 8.89 10.00 100.00
Total 21 51 8 10 90 39 65 6 0 110 60 116 14 10 200
Per
Cent 23.33 56.67 8.89 11.11 100.00 35.45 59.09 5.46 0 100.00 30.00 58.00 7.00 5.00 100.00
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24 15 6 0 45 25 12 1 7 45 49 27 7 7 90
Cent 53.33 33.34 13.33 0 100.00 55.55 26.67 2.22 15. 56 loao 54.44 30.00 7.78 7.78 100. 00
Total
Per
54 22 12 2 90 59 34 10 7 110 113 56 22 9 200
Cent 60.00 24.45 13.33 2. 22 100.00 53.64 30.91 9.09 6. 36 100 56.50 28.00 11.00 4.50 100. 00
TABI£ 12
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION; "DO YOU FEEL THAT THERE IS
ENOUGH AVAlLABUg SPACE FOR SUCH ACTIVITIES AS SOHOOL DANCES,
banquets, and SPORT saeliess’”
Boys Girls Total
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36 6 1 2 45 45 17 3 0 65 81 23 4
2 110






40 2 2 1 45 31 8 6 0 45 71 10 8
1 90




76 8 3 3 90 76 25 9 0 110 152 33 13 3
200
Cent 84.43 8.89 3.34 3.34 100.00 68.09 22.73 8.18 0 100.00 76, 00 16.50 6.00 1.50
100.00
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Table 12 revealed that there was enough available space for such
activities as school dances, banquets and sports rallies. It was
further indicated that with such available space, a more productive
program should be offered at the school.
Distribution of responses for the parents^ opinionnaire.—Table
13, page 35, revealed the data concerning the parent's opinionnaire.
Dealing with question number one, "Do you feel that the needs and
interests of your child/children are being met through the extra¬
curricular program now existing at their school?", there were thirty-
four or 60.72 per cent responding with a positive or*yes"'answer,
thirteen or 23.21 per cent responding with a"no"answer, nine or 16.07
per cent responded under the "?" bracket, which indicated that they
could not give a definite''3ie8'''or "bo''answer.
It is indicated here that the majority of parents felt that the
present existing co-curricular program is adequately meeting the
needs and interest of their children.
The second question, "Have you ever had a talk with any of the
extra-curricular advisors concerning the school's program?", reported four
or 7.14 per cent''yes''answers, thirty-seven or 66.07 per cent of’no'-'
answers, and fifteen or 26,79 per cent of responses under the "?"
caption.
A further look would suggest the low percentage from the"yes"re¬
sponses was indicative of the limit channel of communication between
parents and teachers. A more productive program would call for sponsor-
parent communication.
The third question, "Have you been Informed of your child's/children's
TABLE 13


















1. Do you feel that the needs and
interest of your child/children
are being met through the extra-
eurricular program now existing
at their school? 34 60.71 13 23.21 9 16.07 0 0 56 100.00
2. Have you ever had a talk with
any of the extra-curricular
advisors concerning the school's
program? 4 7.14 37 66.07 15 26.79 0 0
56 100.00
3. Have you been informed of your
childs/children's progress in
extra-curricular activities? 13 23.21 33 58.93 10 17.86 9 0 56 100.00
4. Do you attend any of the ac¬
tivities sponsored by the
school? 18 32.14 29 51.79 8 14.28 1 1.79 56 100.00
5. Have you ever been asked to
help plan the extra-curricular
activities offered by the school? 5 8.93 36 64.28 12 21.43 3 5.36 56 100.00
6. Do you feel that the extra-cur¬
ricular program aids in keeping
voto: child/children in school? 36 64.28 12 21.43 6 10.72 2 3.57 56 100.00
Total 110 32.74 160 47 .62 60 17.86 6 1.78 336 100.00
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progress in extra-curricular activities?", indicated that thirteen or
23.21 per cent of parents had been informed of their children's
progress. Thirty-three or 58.93 per cent had not been informed, ten
or 17.86 per cent responded under the "?" capiton.
This indicated that teacher/sponsors have not given the parents a
chance to evaluate their children's performances in and during these
activities. Thirty-three or 58.93 per cent of parents, which is a
majority, should be informed of their children's progress, as well as
the remaining twenty-three or 41.07 per cent of parents.
The fourth question, "Do you attend any of the activities sponsored
by the school?", eighteen or 32.14 per cent of the parents responded
under the‘*y®s"bracket, twenty-nine or 51.79 per cent under the’'no'''
bracket, eight or 14.28 per cent under the "?" bracket and one or 1.79
per cent did not make a response xmder any bracket.
Too, this makes one wonder if there is a relatlionshtpi between lack
of communication and attending activities at school? However, the
majority or 51.79 per cent do not attend activities sponsored by the
school. On the other hand, 32.14 per cent do attend these activities.
The fifth question, "Have you ever been asked to help plan the
extra-curricular activities offered by the school?", revealed five or
8.93 per cent of"yes''responses, thirty-six or 64.28 per cent of''nonre¬
sponses, twelve or 21.43 per cent of responses under the "?" caption
and three or 5.36 per cent made’'no"response to the item.
With such a high percentage of'*no''responses to this question, the
data further revealed that only a few parents had been asked to help
plan the extra-curricular program. In order to carry out an effective
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program, it is necessary for sponsors, teachers and others that are
concerned, help plan the co-curricular program, keeping in mind the
objectives and philosophy of the school.
The sixth question, "Do you feel that the extra-curricular program
aids in keeping your child/children in school?", indicated that thirty-
six or 64.28 per cent of parents agreed that the program aided in
keeping their childreninflchodl,twelve or 21.43 per cent did not agree
to that statemdoh, six or 10.72 per cent responded under the "?"
caption, which indicated that they were not sure of a response and two
or 3.57 per cent made no response to the item.
It is evident that the majority feel that the existing program aided
in keeping their children in school. Taking a panoramic view of the
total spectrum, one would haphazardly accept the idea that an activity
that you have not talked to the sponsors about, have not been informed
of your child's/children's progress in, never attended before, and
never been asked to help plan it and still feel that it aided in
keeping your child in school, does not appear to be a successful
program or successful parent-sponsor relationship. A better channel
of communication between the school and home, would make for a more
progressive co-curricular program.
Distribution of responses for teachers' opinionnaire.—Table 14,
page 38, revealed the data concerning the teacheiS ' opinionnaire.
In response to question number one, "Is the extra-curricular program
integrated and supplementary to the program of studies?", thirteen or
44.83 per cent of the teachers responded positively, thirteen or
44.83 per cent of the teachers responded negatively and the remaining
TABLE 14












1. Is the extra-curricular program inte¬
grated and supplementary to the program
of studies? 13 44.83 13 44.83 3 10.34 29 100
2. Does the Extra-curricular program pro¬
vide membership opportunities to all
students on a democratic basis? 23 79.31 5 17.24 1 3.45 29 100
3. Are the objectives of the extra¬
curricular program formulated by the
proper school authorities with due
consideration for the Interest and
desires of students? 12 41.38 5 17.24 12 41.38 29 100
4. Does the student council provide op¬
portunity for all students to parti¬
cipate in a representative form of
government? 12 41.38 12 41.36 5 17.24 29 100
5. Does the student council assist the
faculty and administration in develop¬
ing school policies with reference to
student council? 8 27.59 10 34.48 11 37.93 29 100
6. Are faculty members and students repre¬
sented on the assembly c<»nmittee? 11 37.93 14 48.28 4 13.79 29 100
7. Do assembly programs provide for audience
participation through such means as open
discussions and group singing? 19 65.52 4 13.79 6 20.69 29 100
8. Is there available space for such acti¬
vities as school dances, banquets and
sport rallies? 24 82.76 4 17.24 0 0 29 100












9. Are the extra-curricular activities
Including school clubs, scheduled
during the school day? 12 41.38 10 34.48 7 24.14 29 100
10. Is permission required for partici¬
pation In streneous competitive sports? 16 55.17 7 24.14 6 20.69 29 100
11. Are students acquainted through all
available n»ans with the purposes and
activities of each club? 15 51.73 10 34.48 4 13.89 29 100
12. Does the extra-curricular program
aid in keeping students in school? 14 48.28 6 20.69 9 31.03 29 100
13. Are students required to join an
extra-curricular activity? 2 6.90 22 75.86 5 17.24 29 100
14. Do you feel that the extra-curricular
program, now existing at your school.
Is adequately meeting the needs of all
the students at your school? 4 13.79 20 68.97 5 17.24 29 100
Total 185 100.00 143 100.00 78 100.00
Grand Total 185 45.57 143 35.22 78 19.21 406 100.00
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three or 10.34 per cent recorded their responses under the *'?"
caption, meaning they weren't sure of a'^'yes" or "nonresponse.
Having an eqvial percentage of positive and negative responses,
showed the ambivalent feelings of the staff in regard to the inte¬
grating and supplen«nti«(^ of the extra-curricular program.
In response to item two, "Does the extra-curricular program
provide membership opportunities to all students on a democratic
basis?", twenty-three or 79.31 per cent said"yesn five or 17.24 per
cent said"no^' one or 3.45 per cent responded under the "?"caption.
It is Indicated here that the majority of teachers felt that the
existing program provided membership on democratic basCs.
In response to item three, twelve or 41.38 per cent responded
with a "yes"answer, five or 17.24 per cent with a"no'i twelve or
41.38 per cent responded under the "?" caption. Here^again, we can see
the uncertainty of the staff in response to the objectives and in¬
terest of the students attending the school.
In response to item four, twelve or 41.38 per cent responded
positively, twelve or 41.38 per cent also responded negatively, and
the remaining five or 17.24 per cent responded under the "?" caption.
Having an equal percentage of positive and negative responses showed
the uncertainty of the staff in response to item four.
In item five, eight or 27.59 per cent said'yes^' ten or 34.48
per cent sald'noV eleven or 37.93 per cent responded under the "7"
caption. It is indicated here that the staff wasn't sure if the
student council helped in maintaining student conduct.
In item six, eleven or 37.93 per cent said‘'yes',' fourteen or 48.28
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per cent said'^no'^ four or 13.79 per cent responded under the "?”
caption. The majority of the teachers felt that equal representation
was not represented between teachers and students.
In item seven, nineteen or 65.52 per cent responded positively,
four or 13.79 per cent responded negatively, and six or 20.69 per cent
weren't sure. The majority of the teachers felt that the assembly
program provided for audience participation.
In item eight, twenty-four or 82.76 per cent said''yes''and five
or 17.24 per cent said''no'l It is indicated here that the majority of
teachers felt that there was adequate space available for co-curricular
activities.
In item nine, twelve or 41.30 per cent responded positively, ten
or 34.48 per cent responded negatively and seven or 24.14 per cent
responded under the capiton. The results here indicated the staff's
ambivalent feeling toward the question. They weren't sure if co-
curricular activities were scheduled during the day. It is further in¬
dicated here that there is a breakdown of communication between ad¬
ministration and staff about certain policies and classroom scheduling.
In item ten, sixteen or 55.17 per cent said''yes'J seven or 24.14
per cent said'no'jl and six or 20.69 per cent responded under the "?"
caption. The majority of the teachers agreed that permission is re¬
quired for participation in strenuous activities.
In item eleven, fifteen or 51.73 per cent responded positively,
ten or 34.48 per cent responded negatively and four or 13.79 per cent
weren't sure of either a positive or negative response. Again, a hl^
percentage of''yes"and "no" responses showed the uncertainty of the
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teachers in orientation of students to clubs offered at their school.
In item twelve, fourteen or 48.28 per cent felt that the program
did aid in keeping the students in school, six or 20.69 per cent felt
that it didn't and nine or 31.03 per cent weren't sure if the program
aided in this program. It is also indicated that the majority of
teachers felt that the students were acquainted through all available
means about existing clubs and activities.
In item thirteen, two or 6.90 per cent felt that students were
required to join a co-curricular activity, twenty-two or 75.86 per cent
said the students didn't have to join unless they wanted to, and five
or 17.24 per cent said they weren't sure if it was required or not.
In item fourteen, four or 13.79 per cent said that they felt
that the present program at the school was adequately meeting the
needs and interest of all students at their school, twenty or 68.97
per cent disagreed with them and five or 17.24 per cent weren't sure
about the matter. It is indicated here that the school must re¬
evaluate its present co-curricular program taking into consideration of
the objectives and philosophy of the school.
Although the majority of teachers agreed that the existing co-
curricular program does not adequately meet the needs of the students
at Parks Jxmior High, there is still inconsistency from the questions
leading to this thought. It is further indicated that the adminis¬
tration, teachers and everyone concerned, aren't sure of the objectives
and philosophy behind which the program was formulated or supposed to
have been formulated.
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY, C(»«CLUSI(X7S, IMPLICATIONS AlO) RBCOMMENDATI(»7S
Recapitulation of research design and methodology.--This chapter
presents a recapitulation of the theoretical frame-of-reference along
with summaries of the research design, related literature and findings
as derived from the analysis and interpretation of the data. Con¬
clusions, implications and recommendations have been made in ac¬
cordance with the findings as recorded in Chapter II.
Rationale.—The school's extra-curricular program has expanded
and become a significant and integral part of the total school
organization involving huge outlays of finances as well as significant
amounts of teacher and student time and energy. The rapid expansion
of the program in recent years has brought about considerable concern
among some educators with regard to its essential relationship to
the total curriculum. The tradition which emphasized the separation
between the curricular and extra-curricular activities, was un¬
fortunate as well as undesirable. Such a conception altered the full
development of both programs because it failed to recognize that each
can and does contribute to and enrich the other.
To enjoy status as a legitimate part of the educational enter¬
prise, the extra-curricular program must be carefully planned and
organized in teinos of recognized educational objectives. This means
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that there should be clearly formulated objectives for the various
extra-curricular activities which should be planned in terms of the
general objectives of the school's program. The extra-curricular
program, as all other programs within the school, must be subjected
to periodic evaluations so as to ascertain its worth in the total
school program.
The program is no longer regarded as extra. It probably provides
the best experiences in the curriculiim for training boys and girls
the techniques of getting along with one another. Many important and
interesting skills and attitudes are learned from the interpersonal
experiences acquired from co-curricular activities.
Evolution of the problem.—During the writer's first year of
teaching, he was an advisor to a student organization. On several
occasions during the year, he was asked by members of the student
body about certain extra-curricular activities that were not offered
at his school. Knowing that there were numerous clubs and activities
offered at school, the writer began to wonder if the teachers were
trying to adjust students to fit the activities or select the ac¬
tivities to meet the needs of our students. The writer felt that he
had a general concept of the curriculum program and it actively met
the needs of the students. His feelings toward the extra-curricular
activities became quite dubious as he began to study the program more
closely and carefully. As a result of this observation, the writer
developed a desire to evaluate the school's extra-curricular activities
more carefully to determine if they were meeting the needs of the
students and whether they were interrelated adequately with the school's
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program. This desire grew out of the writer's concern for the academic
as well as the social growth of youth.
Contribution to educational knowledge.--It was hoped that the major
contribution of this study would reveal the degree to which the extra¬
curricular were serving the needs of the students at W. L. Parks Junior
High School. It was further hoped that information could be acquired
that could be used to Improve the quality of these activities as well
as the means of Implementing them.
Statement of the problem.—The problem involved in this study was
to make an evaluative study of the extra-curricular program at W. L,
Parks Junior High School with special emphasis on its adequacy for
meeting the needs of enrollees in this school.
Purpose of the study.--The purpose of this study was to evaluate
the extra-curricular program and determine its adequacy for meeting
the needs of the students attending this school.
Definil:ion of therms.--For the purpose of clarity, the following
terms were defined:
1. Extra-curricular programs - programs and events, carrying
no academic credit, sponsored and organized by pupils
or student organizations or by the educational institution;
designed to entertain. Instruct, and/or provide exercise
of Interest and abilities; subject to some measure of
control by the institution.
2. Student activities, co-curricular, and extra-curricular
activities were used interchangeably throughout this study.
Locale of study.—This study was made at W. L. Parks Jiinior High
School, Atlanta, Georgia.
Ljmitations of the study.—This study was confined to one school,
and the results apply only to this school. Persons who were involved
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in this study were active members of the staff and it was hoped that
subjectivity was minimized as much as possible in interpreting the
results.
Description of subjects.—The subjects involved in this study were
the parents, teachers and students of W. L. Parks Junior High School.
Description of instrxanent.--The instrument used in this study was an
opinionnaire designed by the writer to achieve the specific purposes
of this study.
Method of research.—The descriptive research method, employing
the usage of an opinionnaire^was used in gathering, presenting, and
Interpreting the data necessary for this study.
Summary of related literature.—A survey of the literature in the
extra-curricular field revealed that there were many important phases
to be considered in listing the views of various researchers. In
order to facilitate the discussion of the literature pertinent to






McKown suggested the following objectives:
1. To prepare the student for life in a democracy.
2. To make him Increasingly self-directive.
3. To teach cooperation.
4. To Increase the interest of the student in the school.
5. To foster sentiments of law and order.
6. To develop special abilities.
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7. To capitalize^ for educational profit. Important
fundamental drives. .
8. To develop school morale.
Ellsworth Toiiq>kins, in 1950, called attention to the similarity
of extra-class objectives with those of class activities and suggested
for both groups the following outcomes classified into three groups:
(1) Individual outcomes, (2) Social outcomes, and (3) Civic and Ethical
2
outcones.
A comparison of the lists of student activity objectives with
those proposed for the whole school by the several national organi¬
zations shows much similarity. This is as it should be. Many
educators today consider the objectives of student activities identical
to those of the general ed^lcatlonal program.
Organization
Lowe asked twenty-five principals to react to the question, "What
kind of activities program for students in junior high school?";
twenty-four of the principals endorsed the valued place of the student
activities program in their schools. It is interesting to note that
all but one approved the student activity program because it provided
their students an opportunity to experience new activities, arouse
latent interest and abilities, try-out new subject areas, learn to do
new things, and thus be properly fitted for the gradual transition
from preadolescent education to that type of education and specialization
^Harry HcKown, Extracurricular Activities (New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1952), pp. 12-15.
2
Ellsworth Tompkins, Extraclaas Activities for all Pupils.
Federal Security Agency, Office of Education (Washington, D. C.: U. S.
Government Printing Office, 1950), p. 2.
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suited to the needs of older adolescents.^
Many schools use activity periods to schedule assemblies, student
council meetings, and club meetings; other schools provided for activities
before and after school. Pupils in junior high schools are at an age
when a certain amount of self-government through the homeroom organi¬
zation and a student council begins to have meaning in the development
2
of an understanding of democracy.
Through practicing democratic procedures in their organizations,
students gain confidence in, and respect for the democratic way of
life. As they plan asseinblles, welcome new students, help with the
Red Cross drives, play basketball, they learn to appreciate loyalty
and duty.
No child should be denied the privilege of participating, re¬
gardless of his economic status, social or scholastic standing, which
means that an extra-curricular activity program should be designed
so as to meet the needs of the child instead of trying to fit the
child to the program.
Growth and Development
As early as 1934, an investigation of clubs in about two hundred
Junior high schools was able to refer to them as "fully matured and
well organized educational enterprises" and to conclude that there
was every evidence that clubs have become an integral part of the
Jonathan Lowe, "What kind of Activities Program for Students in
Jimior High School?," The Bulletin of the National Association of
Secondary School Principals. XLIIl (April, 1959), 254-59.
2
James Bryant Conant, Recommendations for Education in the Jiinior
High School Year (Princeton, New Jersey: Educational Testing Service,
1960), p. 22.
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educational program of the junior high school.
In Trump's study of selected Illinois High Schools, It was found
that participation In extra-curricular activities ranked high as a
mean of achieving personal satisfaction. In all thirteen Institutions,
used In this study, "school subjects" ranked last. Extraclass
activities on the other hand, ranked first In the summarized tabulation
2
of five schools.
According to the findings of a study made by Wright and Greer,
those extraclass activities having the greatest prevalence, that Iso
those that were found In roughly half or more of the schools regard¬
less of size or type, were student council, music. Interscholastic
3
athletics for both boys and girls, social activities, and clubs.
To conclude this section of the literature Terry notes that It
will be worthwhile to point out some of the more striking developments
which have attended the growth of student activities In American
schools during the modern period. It has been a time of extraordinary
expansion. Shortly thereafter, rapid growth began In other types of
organizations. The outcome was the modern program of student activities
and certain enlightened points of view which promise even greater
4
developments for the future.
^George W. Frasier, An Introduction to Education (New York:
Ronald Press, 1937), p. 58.
2
J. Lloyd Triimp, "Extracurricular Activities: Some Principles of
Management," The Aaaerlcan Secondary School (1952), 213-15.
3
Grace S. Wright and Edith S. Greer, The Junior High School: A
Survey of Grades 7-8-9 In Jvualor-Senlor High Schools. 1959-60 (U. S.
Office of Health, Education and Welfare).
4Paul W. Terry, Supervising Extra-Curricular Activities (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book CcMupany, 1950), p. 14.
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Evaluation
Checking the reliability of an evaluation of a school using the
procedures and materials reconmended by the National Study of Secondary
School Evalxiation presents a problem that is difficult to solve. A
school, even a small one, has many factors which vary in their im¬
portance and their effectiveness. Hawkins arranged for two committees
to visit schools at the same time, but to work independently. His
findings confirmed the belief that much dependence can be placed on
the results when a visiting committee checks the self-evaluation made
by a school staff. It is recommended that little Importance be placed
on small differences when two or more schools are compared, since such
differences may easily be due to variations in judgments of different
visiting committees.^
Findings.—The following statements summarize the findings ob¬
tained from the opinionnaire relating to the evaluation of the co-
currlcular program at W. L. Parks Junior High School, Atlanta, Georgia.
1. Sixty-two per cent of the subjects were not members of any
club at school.
2. Eighty-three per cent of the subjects agreed that the
Board of Education should finance the extra-curricular
program.
3. Slightly more than 67 per cent were members of extra¬
curricular activities.
4. Approximately 75 per cent of the subjects said they would
like to help plan the co-curricular activities.
5. Approximately 50 per cent of the subjects weren't informed
about clubs by the teachers at their school.
Earl T. Hawkins, "The Reliability of Secondary School Evalxiation"
(unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Yale University, 1952), p. 302.
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6. Fifty-eii^t per cent of the subjects felt that the
existing clubs did not adequately meet the needs of the
students.
7. Approximately 60 per cent of the subjects agreed that they
got a chance to participate in open discussions or group
singing at asseod^ly programs.
8. Approximately 75 per cent of the subjects agreed that there
was enough available space to carry on the co-curricular
program.
9. The three most popular extra-cur±icular activities were:
Basketball, Softball and Track, in that order. On the
other hand, the Library Club, Mathematics club and Science
club were the least popular.
10. ^proximately 60 per cent of the parents felt that the needs
and interest of their children were being met through the
existing co-curricular program.
11. Slightly more than 65 per cent of the parents had not
talked with any of the co-curricular sponsors concerning
the school's program.12.Approximately 60 per cent of the parents had not been in¬
formed of their children's progress in extra-curricular
activities.
13. Slightly more than 50 per cent of the parents never
attend any of the school's co-curricular activities.
14. Approximately 65 per cent of the parents agreed that the
extra-curricular program aided in keeping their children
in school.
15. Approximately 65 per cent of the parents had not been asked
to help plan the extra-curricular program.
16. Approximately 45 per cent of the teachers agreed that the
extra-curricular program was integrated and supplementary
to the program of studies.
17. Approximately 80 per cent of the teachers agreed that the
extra-curricular program provided membership on democratic
basis.
18. Thirty-foxir per cent of the teachers felt that the student
council did not assist the faculty and administration in
development of school policies with reference to student
conduct.
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19. Eighty-two per cent of the teachers felt that there was
available space for such activities as school dances,
banqueta and sport rallies.
20. Fifty-five per cent of the teachers agreed that permission
was required for participation in streneous competitive
sports.
21. Fifty-one per cent of the teachers agreed that students
were acquainted through all available means about the
purposes and activities of each club.
22. Forty-eight per cent of the teachers agreed that the extra¬
curricular program aided in keeping students in school.
23. Seventy-five per cent of the teachers agreed that students
were not required to join an extra-curricular activity.
24. Sixty-eight per cent of the teachers felt that the co-
curricular program now existing at their school does not
adequately meet the needs of all students concerned.
Conclusions.—The findings of this study have led to the following
conclusions:
1. The majority of the students engaged in some extra¬
curricular activity at school, but academic clubs such
as the Matheiaatics club and Library Club have the least
amount of participation.
2. The parents and students agreed that the Board of Education
should finance the extra-curricular program.
3. The students strongly favored planning the co-curricular
program along with the faculty.
4. The majority of the students indicated that they got a
chance to participate in open discussions or group singing
at assembly programs.
5. The majority of the students indicated that they had not
been infoimied about different clubs offered at school.
6. The teachers and students agreed that there was available
space to carry on a co-curricular program.
7. The majority of parents agreed that the existing program
met the needs of their students and also aided in keeping
them in school.
8. The majority of parents indicated that they had not been
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infonned of their childrens progress nor had they had a
talk with the sponsors of the co-curricular program.9.The teachers were in disagreement concerning the supple¬
mentary and integrating of co-curricular activities.
10. The majority of the teachers agreed that the co-currlcular
activities provided membership on democratic basis.
11. The majority of teachers agreed that the students were ac¬
quainted through all available means about the purposes and
activities of each club.
12. The majority of the teachers agreed that the co-curricular
program now existing at their school was not meeting the
needs of the students.
Implications.--The findings and conclusions of this research
seem to warrant the following implications:
1. It appears that the academic clubs offered at the school
should be re-evaluated along with other activities re¬
lating to the co-curricular program.
2. It appears that the present program is not adequate in
meeting the needs and interest of the students.
3. It appears that there is available space to carry on a
’’well-rounded" co-curricular program.
4. It appears that the channel of communication between the
school and home is inadequate.
Reconanendations.—The following recommendations were deemed
essential as a result of this complete research:
1. That the administration and staff of W. L. Parks Junior
High School re-study the existing extra-curricular program
and make innovations with the pupils’ interestsand school's
objectives and philosophy in mind.
2. That teachers be instructed during in-service training
sessions on the proper emphases and philosophy of the school's
program.
3. That the sersrlc# of being sponsors for extra-curricular ac¬
tivities be considered as a part of the total instructional
load of the teachers and that the sponsors be given reduced
classroom teaching loads.
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4. That the students be part of the planning comnittee for
organizing future extra-curricular programs.
5. That the inherent values of the extra-curricular program
be recognized and that the Board of Education give
financial support to the extra-curricular activities in
the same manner as lb the subject-matter curriculum.
6. That the students be surveyed to determine their pre¬
ferences and interests in regard to extra-curricular
activity participation.
7. That a special time within the school day or school week
be set aside to have activities or club meetings during
school hours, so as to offer the opportunity of parti¬
cipation by increasing numbers of pupils and emphasize
its importance as part of the total school program.
8. That the subject area clubs be strengthened in an effort
to bring out their real meaning to the students.
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There is a fairly generalized feeling among some people that the
Extra Curricular Program in many Public Secondary Schools could make
a more positive and wholesome contribution to the development of
students attending these schools. These programs can be improved if
people who have knowledge of these programs will offer their opinions
about them so other people will know what they want from them. The
attached questionnaire is designed to get this kind of information
about your school. Emphasis is placed on your feelings and opinions.
You do not have to sign your name to the opinionnaire. Since there
is no desire to know the names of persons responding to the items in
this opinionnaire.
Please complete each item. Also, please indicate your honest
opinions about this program. Your opinions are very important and
we want you to express them freely and honestly. Please fill in each
blank below as this information is needed in the analysis of your
opinions.
Sex , Age , Educational Level
(Years of school completed)




Directions: Please check YES or NO to indicate your feelings about
each question. If you feel that you cannot give a
definite YES or ^ answer, please check the space marked
( ? ).
Yes No ? 1.
Yes No ? 2.
Yes No ? 3.
Yes No ? 4.
Yes No ? 5.
Yes No ? 6.
Yes No ? 7.
Are you a member of any extra-curricular
activities?
Would you like to become a member of an
extra-curricular activity?
Would you like to help plan the extra¬
curricular actii^ities that are offered at
your school?
Were you informed about the duties of the
student cotincil or other clubs by teachers
at your school?
Do you feel that the school offers enough
different kinds of clubs to meet all
students' interest and needs?
Do you get a chance to participate in open
discussions or group singing at assembly
programs?
Do you feel that there is enough available
space for such activities as school dances,
banquets, and sport rallies?
Part II
Directions: Please put a check (x) in the space provided for your
opinions. There are available spaces in case you wish
to write in additional activities. In numbers 3 and 5,
you must write in your suggestions.
1. What are the three most popular activities offered at your school?
basketball Student Council Math Club
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2. What are the three least popular activities offered at your
school?
Basketball Student Council Math Club
Softball Tri-Hi-Y Library Club
Track Science Club Others?
Volleyball Hi - Y




4. How many clubs do you hold membership in?
0 2 4 or more
1 3
5. What additional clubs would you like offered at your school?
a. c. 0.
b. d. f.







Directions: Please check YES or NO to indicate your feelings about
each question. If you feel you cannot give a definite
YSS or NO answer, please check the space marked ( ?).
Yes No ? 1. Do you feel that the needs and interests of
your chiId/children are being met through
the extra-curricular program nov existing
at their school?
Yes No ? 2. Have you ever had a talk with any of the
extra-curricular advisors concerning the
school's program?
Yes No ? 3. Have you been informed of your child's/
children's progress in extra-curricular
activities?
Yes No ? 4. Do you attend any of the activities spon¬
sored by the school?
Yes No ? 5. Have you ever been asked to help plan the
extra-curricular activities offered by the
school?
Yes No 7 6. Do you feel that the extra-curricular





There is a fairly generalized feeling among some people that the
Extra Curricular Program in i^ny Phblic Secondary Schools could make
more positive and wholesome contribution to the development of
students attending these schools. These programs can be improved if
people who have knowledge of these programs will offer their opinions
about them so other people will know what they want from them. The
attached questionnaire is designed to get this kind of information
about your school. Emphasis is placed on your feelings and
opinions. You do not have to sign your name to the opinlonnaire.
Since there is no desire to know the names of persons responding to
the items in this opinlonnaire.
Please complete each item. Also, please indicate your honest
opinions about this program. Your opinions are very Important and
we want you to express them freely and honestly. Please fill in
each blank below as this information is needed in the analysis of your
opinions.
Sex Number of years of Experience
>
Age:
20 - 25 years old
26 - 30 years old




Directions: Please check YES or W to indicate your feeling about each
question. If you feel that you cannot give a definite
YES or ^ answer, please check the space marked ( ? ).
Yes No ? 1. Is the extra-curricular program integrated
and supplementary to the program of studies?
Yes No
__
? 2. Does the extra-curricular program provide
membership opportimities to all students
on a democratic basis?
Yes No ? 3. Are the objectives of the extra-curricular
program formulated by the proper school
authorities with due consideration for the
interest and desires of students?
Yes No ? 4. Does the student council provide opportunity
for all students to participate in a re¬
presentative form of government?
Yes No ? 5. Does the student council assist the faculty
and administration in developing school
policies with reference to student conduct?
Yes No ? 6. Are faculty members and students represented
on the assembly committee?
Yes No ? 7. Do assembly programs provide for audience
participation through such means as open
discussions and group singing?
Yes No ? 8. Is there available space for such activities
as school dances, banquets and sport rallies?
Yes No ? 9. Are the extra-curricular activities including
school clubs, scheduled during the school day?
______ Yes No _ ?10. Is permission required for participation
in strenuous competitive sports?
Yes No ?11. Are students acquainted through all available
means with the purposes and activities of
each
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Itoes the extra-curricular program aid in
keeping students in school?
Are students required to join an extra¬
curricular activity?
Do you feel that the extra-curricular
program, now existing at your school, is
adequately meeting the needs of all the
students at your school?
Thank - you
